
Model Question* 

Class X : English : Term I (Half yearly): 2021-22 :  Marks 40 
 

Section A : Reading 
1. Read the passage given below and answer the questions that follow : 
a) The importance and advantages of reading books are many. Reading not only enhances our 
vocabulary or language skills but also widens our horizon and improves our social and thinking skills. 
The best way to begin to read is to start with the classics of literature. Classics are those books which 
have become recognized for their excellence. When one wants to read a novel, it is best to begin 
with the works of well-known and established writers. The importance of reading the classics is that 
one will develop the habit of being satisfied only with the best of everything. Having once read the 
best, one will never compromise with anything less than good. Reading of classic form one’s taste 
and judgment. Once this is achieved the reader can be left  
to himself. 
   
b) Modern books, however, cannot be ignored. Modern poetry or novels should be read only after 
one’s taste has been formed by reading the classics. One must always keep reading books on general 
topics for getting knowledge and information. In these days, it is necessary to know a great deal of 
many things. Books on history, politics and science should always be widely read. It is wise to consult 
a teacher or a well-read librarian. Attempt should always be made to get the best available books. 
One should also read books dealing with the people and problem of one’s country. One should read 
books on self-improvement or related to some vocation in order to be updated and in sync with the 
times. 
  
c) The man, who has stopped reading as soon as he begins to earn, has shut the doors to 
information and self-improvement. For specialized knowledge of one’s vocation, one must continue 
reading as it is sure to increase one’s efficiency. As for the choice of books, what is good for one may 
not be so for another. Thus no reading could be compulsorily prescribed for all. A student is more 
likely to be attracted to those books which are not in his prescribed course of study. As one’s 
interests grow, tastes are more specialized and books are picked up for a variety of reasons not 
always connected with one’s vocation. Reading of books is a pleasure. It has a joy of its own. We 
forget our cares and anxieties for the time being and live in a world created for us by the author.  
 
A. Complete the following statements by choosing the correct options from the given ones :          
(1×5) 
i) Reading enhances ...................... . 
  (a)  physical prowess  (b)  vocabulary  (c)  language  (d)  both (b) and (c) 
ii) According to this passage, ................................. can advise us while choosing books for reading. 
(a) a teacher or a librarian  (b)  a friend  (c)  a neighbour  (d)  a relative 

iii) The best way to start reading is to start with ................................. . 
(a) modern novels  (b)  modern poetry  (c)  classics of literature  (d)  science fiction  

iv) The man who has stopped reading, has shut the doors to .................................... . 
  (a) violence  (b)  entertainment  (c)  information and self-improvement  (d)  his neighbours 
v) Reading of books gives us …………………. . 
  (a)  pleasure  (b)  cares  (c)  relief from anxiety  (d)  both (a) and (b) 
B. Answer the following very short answer type questions :                                                                   
(1×5) 
i) What do we learn from reading? 
ii) What are classics? 
iii) Why should one always keep reading books on general topic? 
iv) Why should one read books for self improvement? 



v) Why cannot the same kind of reading be compulsorily prescribed for all? 
 

Section B : Writing and Grammar 
2.  Fill in the blanks by choosing the correct options from the given ones :                                         
(1×5) 
a) The letters which are written to the editors of newspapers are classified as ..................... . 
    (i)informal letters  (ii) formal letters  (iii) deeds (iv) affidavits 
b) Arjun ....................... a good friend of Lord Krishna. 
    (i) is (ii) are (iii)  was  (iv)  were 
c) Cross-Border terrorism .................. increase if there is no check now. 
    (i) shall  (ii)  will (iii)  ought to  (iv)  used to 
d) Mathematics ................ my favourite subject. 
     (i) is  (ii) are  (iii) has  (iv) have 
e) The poet and the philosopher .................. present in the meeting. 
     (i)  was  (ii) were  (iii) is  (iv)  had 
 

Section C : Literature 
3. Answer the following very short answer type questions :                                                             (1×15) 
a) Where was Lencho’s house located? 
b) What did Lencho predict? 
c ) In whom does Lencho have complete faith? 
d) Who was sworn in as first deputy president? 
e) What was Nelson Mandela overwhelmed with on the day of the inauguration? 
f) What did the crow throw on Frost? 
g) How did Frost feel after the change of his mood?  
h) Who is the poet of the poem, “Fire and Ice”? 
i) What are the two things which are equally capable of destroying our world? 
j) Where should have the tiger waited for its prey? 
k) Whom does the tiger ignore? 
l) What was Tricki’s only fault? 
m) What was the name of the owner of Tricky? 
n) Why did Horace rob a safe every year? 
o) What did the lady advise Horace regarding his hay fever? 
 
4. Answer the following questions in not more than 40 words each :                                             (2×5) 
a) What did Lencho write in his letter addressed to God? 
b) What does courage mean to Mandela? 
c) How has the tiger’s cage been described in the poem, “A Tiger in the Zoo”? 
d) How did lunch become “a ceremonial occasion” for Mr Herriot and his partners? 
e) Why did everyone think that Horace Danby was a good and respectable citizen? 
 

 Model Question for Term II is identical. 
 

 

 

 

 



      Class X : Voc(Agri- Solanaceous Crop): Term I (Half Yearly) : 2021-22: Marks 15 

I. Multiple choice type (MCQ) Questions: -                                                         1x6=6 

 1. For the cultivation of rice, ------------ type of irrigation is used-  

      a. Drip irrigation     b. Sprinkler irrigation      c. Flooding        d. Sub-surface irrigation.  

2. Drip irrigation system is also known as ‘_____________’ 

      a. Trickle irrigation system. b. Sub-surface irrigation. c. Flood irrigation. d. Furrow 

irrigation. 

3. Stress causing agents are: 

     a. Mental         b. Physical  c. Financial  d. All of the above 

4. Which of the following is an example of oral communication? 

     a. Newspapers b. Letters    c. Phone call  d. e-mail. 

5. Water requirement of Tomato is ------ 

      a. 200-400 mm          b. 400-600 mm        c. 600-800 mm        d. 1000-1200 mm. 

6. Bermuda grass also known as- 

      a. Cynodon dactylon                                         b. Cyperus rotundus 

     c. Trianthema portulacastrum                            d. Daucus carota 

 

II. Very Short Answer type (VSA) Questions: -                                                         1x5=5 

1. What is irrigation? 

2. What is Visual communication? 

3.  Enlist 4 factors influencing suitability of irrigation system? 

4. What is Verbal communication? 

5. What is Stress? 

 

III. Short Answer type (SA) type Questions: -                                                           2x2=4  

1. Define weeds? What is plastic mulch? 

2. Advantage of drip irrigation system? 

 

 

 

Class X : Voc(Agri--: Solanaceous Crop): Term II (Board Final) : 2022: Marks 15 

 

I. Multiple choice type (MCQ) Questions: -                                                         1x6=6 

1. Dragon flies are- 

     a. Predator      b. Pray     c. Parasite      d. None of these. 

2.  Type of tomato according to the harvesting time (Based on demand)- 

     a. 3           b. 6.         c. 5      d. 10     

3. Leaf eating caterpillar control by the application of- 

     a. Carbofuran    b. Chlorpyriphos    c. Thirum      d. methyl demeton 

4. For long term storage harvested vegetables and fruits are stored in- 

    a. Cold storage      b. Warehouse      c. Gunny bags         d. None of these. 

5. How many sustainable development goals are given by the United Nations?  

    a. 18           b. 17           c. 15        d. 20  

6. Ravi’s customer comes to his store and starts shouting at him. He does not get 

 angry. He listens to what his customer is saying. He is ____________.  

    a.  hardworking       b. confident         c.   patient      d. prying new ideas. 

 

 

 



II. Very Short Answer type (VSA) Questions: -                                                   1x5=5 

1. What is SPAM? 

2. What  features a strong password consists of? 

3. Define Non Climacteric Fruits? 

4. Enlist two Physical method of maturity index?  

5. Enlist two qualities of Entrepreneurs? 

 

II. Short Answer type (SA) type Questions: -                                                       2x2=4  

1. Differentiate between maturity and ripening? 

2. What is predator? Give an example.  

                         Or 

   What is the name of the vector of Tobacco mosaic virus?  Which solanaceous crop  

   is affected by Tobacco mosaic virus? 

 

Class X : Voc (Electronis & HA) : Term I (Half Yearly) : 2021-22 : Marks 15 
 

I.  Multiple choice type (MCQ) Questions:                                                       1x 6 =6 

1. Which of the following is the full form of MCB? 

a) Miniature circuit breaker   b) Miniature circuit break 

c) Motor circuit break            d) Motor control break 

2. Which of the following is to control the speed of Mixer Grinder?. 

a) Overload switch       b) Rotatory switch 

c) Power switched        d) Control switch 

3. OLP stands for: 

a) Automatic over protector    b) Over load protector 

c) Over level protection           d) Over line protection 

 

4. Which of the following is not the circuit protection device? 

a) Relay       b) Fuse   c) Miniature circuit breaker     d) Switch 

 

5. Which of the following motor work on asynchronous speed? 

a) Stepper motor   b) Universal Motor     c) Servomotor   d) Induction motor 

 

6. Which of the following is an example of oral communication? 

a) Newspaper    b) Letters      c)Phone Call     d) Email 

II. Very short answer (VSA) type Questions:                                            1 x 5 =5 

1. What is the role of the split ring in an electric motor? 

2. What is the role of auto load switch? 

3. Name the device which measure the speed of electric motor. 

4. In SMART goals, what does ‘S’ Stands for? 

5. What is time management? 

III. Short Answer (SA) type Questions:                                                                 2 x 2 = 4 

1. What are the different parts of electric motor? 

2. List the different types of Verbal Communication. 

 
 

 



Model Question : All MCQ 

 

Class X : Voc (Electronis & HA) : Term I (Board Final) : 2022 : Marks 15 
 

I.Multiple choice type (MCQ) Questions:                                              1x 6 =6 

1. Which of the following parts produce microwave in a microwave oven? 

a) Magnetron      b) Transformer   c) High voltage capacitor   d) Diode 

2. Which of the following devices is used for overcurrent protection? 

a) Diode   b) High voltage capacitor    c) High voltage transformer   d) Fuse 

3. Class C type of extinguisher is used to extinguish the fire which is cause due 

to  

           a) Gasoline, grease, oil            c) Combustible metal 

            b) Plastic, paper, cloth            d) Electrical cable and wire 

4. Which organisation has made the sustainable development goals. 

a) United Nations  b) UNICEF   c) League of Nations  d) World Health Organisation 

 

5. Which of the following is a valid file extension for notepad file? 

a) .jpg       b) .doc                  c) .text                     d) .txt 

 

6. Which of the following shortcut keys is used to paste a file? 

a) Ctrl + c        b) Ctrl + v       c)Ctrl + p        d) Ctrl + x 

I. Very short answer (VSA) type Questions:                                            1 x 5 =5 

7. What is the role of transformer in microwave oven? 

8. What is the role of thermostat in microwave oven? 

9. What is the full form of PPE. 

10. How many sustainable development goals are given by the United Nations? 

11. What is Entrepreneurship? 

II. Short Answer (SA) type Questions:                                                                 2 x 2 = 4 

12. Make a Block diagram of microwave oven. 

13. List the various precautions to be taken in workplace. 
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